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Award-winning Business Intelligence Company
timeXtender Opens UK Office
Part of a global expansion program, the award-winning Business Intelligence company timeXtender now
operates in the UK. timeXtender offers rapid implementation of BI solutions with its SQL Server-based data
warehousing and cube generation tool, and through the use of pre-defined Business Intelligence solutions
called QuickCubes.
The office will be led by Country Manager Steve Parry, and the sales and marketing effort will be spearheaded by Sales Director
Matt Cull – both of whom have long, successful track records working with Business Intelligence.
“timeXtender is a partner-focused company, and the opening of the UK office ensures that we can provide active local support to
partners through our Open License Program. We want to help our partners to become proficient deploying both the timeXtender
tool and QuickCubes solutions, enabling the rapid delivery of transparent and customizable BI to their clients,” says Steve Parry.
The launch of the UK office demonstrates timeXtender’s ongoing commitment to the expansion of its international business, and
to the development of the timeXtender market around the world. “We will seek continued growth in the UK through our
attractive mix of leading Business Intelligence software and valuable partnerships,” says Heine Krog Iversen, CEO of timeXtender.
He continues, “Customers are asking for BI solutions that can be implemented rapidly, but which at the same time can be easily
changed to suit their evolving needs. We want to empower our UK partners to meet these demands and thereby grow their
BI business and revenue.”

About timeXtender

timeXtender® is a dynamic and innovative Business Intelligence software house that develops the product timeXtender®
- a SQL Server-based data warehousing and OLAP cube tool that requires no coding. timeXtender is also the creator of QuickCubes™
– predefined and easily deployed Business Intelligence solutions. A Microsoft Gold Partner since 2006, timeXtender reached a
strategic milestone when it was named Microsoft ISV Partner of the year in Denmark in 2008. Headquartered in Denmark, with
offices throughout Europe and in the USA, timeXtender is an international, partner- driven company.
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